Behavioural Driven Development - BDD

Softworx Overview
• Canadian Distributor for Continuous Testing
–

Optimized Test Case & Test Script Generation

Virtualize;

Automated Code Analysis & Regression Testing
SOAtest; JTest; C++Test; dotTEST; DTP; Virtualize

Requirements to Automation – What is the reality!

Requirements to Automation execution – So why the problem?
• Communication – different voices –> different interpretations
• Doing requirements / development / testing in silos
• We always do it this way -> We have too much invested in the old way
•We aren’t waterfall and we aren’t agile – we’ll change when we get to agile
• We have too many other technologies and applications and environments –>
How will this work with my existing stack

•This is going to be too hard to learn and implement
• We have to still do manual testing

Let’s solve it with Test Driven Development (TDD)

Write an example
as a simple test

Refactor and clean
your code

Watch the test fail

Write code to make
the test pass

Focuses on driving the
development of
individual functions in
the code

TDD works satisfactorily, as
long as the business owner
is familiar with the unit test
framework being used and
their technical skills are
strong enough, which is not
always the case.

Nice Try but let’s move to BDD – what’s that?
• Behavioral Driven Development (BDD) is a software development approach that has evolved from TDD (Test Driven Development).
• It differs by being written in a shared language, which improves communication between tech and non-tech teams and stakeholders.
• “BDD practitioners explore, discover, define, then drive out the desired behaviour of software using conversations, concrete
examples, and automated tests.”

• We collaborate, we record that collaboration in some form of specification, and then we automate that specification to drive out
the implementation.
• BDD is a 3-level approach.
• The first is to get developers, testers and people from the business to talk to each other. That is the beginning of BDD. Anyone who thinks "we’re doing BDD because
we use ‘Given’, ‘When’, ‘Then’" often aren't. ‘Given’, ‘When’, ‘Then’ has nothing to do with BDD. BDD stands for Behaviour-Driven Development and the real intent is to
try and work out what your customer or business wants from the software before you start working on it. The first way of doing this is to actually collaborate with
those people.

• The second thing, once we’ve got that collaboration, is to somehow recordthat in a way that is meaningful to anybody reviewing it, who might come around and look
at it later, who might want to comment on it. Typically, that gets done using a ubiquitous language. People often use the ‘Given’, ‘When’, ‘Then’ words but that’s not
necessary. The idea is that we’ve collaborated and this is shared understanding. This has made sure there is a collaborative goal that we’re trying to achieve and once
we’ve got good at collaborating, it’s worth trying to capture that so that not everybody needs to be in the room at the same time, so that that shared learning can be
propagated.
• Finally, if it’s appropriate to our teams and to our projects, we automate our tests to drive the behaviour.

• There is no mention of Cucumber anywhere. Cucumber is not part of BDD. Cucumber is something that has been created to help
people automate in a specific way.

Similar process to TDD but at the level of features .....
Features are driven by user needs .....
User needs are typically described in an natural language

OK so why BDD over TDD?
• BDD focuses on projecting a clear understanding of the software's behavior through discussion with the
stakeholders.
• It extends the features of test-driven development in a natural language procedure that helps the nonprogrammers contribute to the betterment of the software product. That is the reason why this practice
gives clarity on why the code has to be written, rather than the technical details of the code.
• It also minimizes the radius between technical aspects of the code and the domain-specific language that
a business stakeholder uses in his day-to-day life.
• It helps in iterating each element of code that provides some aspect of the behavior, which in
collaboration with the other modules of the software, provides the entire application's behavior.
• Thus it functions very similarly to any automation test-based code, but helps make it easier and give a
very high-level brief about the technical functions of the software without diving in too deep.
• So which comes first, the User Stories or the Requirements? It all depends on the project. User stories can
be used to generate requirements. They can even be used in a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) as
a part of the documentation.
• If the client would prefer working with the business analysts, the developers can identify the
requirements and, also working with the client, can begin to create user stories. The advantage here is
that the client begins to see working software almost immediately. As a result, the client can see what
they are asking for and what the developers are planning on delivering. And this will generate ideas,
guided by their experience, of other activities they want the software to support.

OK, so BDD is natural language ....tell me more
• The Gherkin language is one of the important aspects of the Behavioral Driven Development strategy. It is a business readable
domain-specific language that lets the members of the team understand the behavior of the software without understanding
the details of how the backend code has been implemented.
• Gherkin serves two purposes – documentation and automated tests. Gherkin’s grammar is defined by Treetop grammar,
• There are a few conventions while using the Gherkin language:
• 1. A single Gherkin source file contains a description of a single feature and

• 2. The source files have a .feature extension. Like Python andYAML.

• Gherkin is a line-based oriented language that uses indentation to define the language structure. Line endings terminate
statements (e.g. steps). Either spaces or tabs may be used for indentation (but spaces are more portable). Most lines start
with a keyword.

BDD Examples
• Essentials to have in place before implementing BDD
•
•
•
•

Requirements should be converted into user stories that can define concrete examples.
Each example should be a valid user scenario, rather than a mere test case.
An understanding of the ‘role-feature-reason’ matrix and the ‘given-when-then’ formula.
An awareness of the need to write ‘the specification of the behavior of a class’ rather than ‘the unit test of a class’.

• Role-Feature-Reason matrix
• This template is also used in BDD, in order to aid user story creation. This template is defined as:As a
I want
So that

• An example of such a user story would be: – As a retail customer, I want to return an electronically
purchase merchandise within 14 days, so that the refund will be processed

• The ‘Given-When-Then’ formula BDD example
• This is the proposed template for writing BDD test cases for a user story, which can be defined as:
Given a certain scenario
When an action takes place
Then this should be the outcome.
• A practical example would be:Given the User has not entered any data on the form
When they click the submit button
Then proper validation messages should be show.

Feature files are just plain text files. They have a
semi-structure, there is a syntax, and the
keywords are in blue. The intent is that anyone
from your domain should be able to read your
feature files and understand exactly what the
intent is of the system.
Here is a feature file.
It has a name at the top saying what the feature
is, it’s got some text which tells you what the
behaviour or the acceptance criteria is and below
it has a number of scenarios that show how the
system behaves given certain situations.
The important thing here is that the examples that
you might come up with when you’re
collaborating get recorded as the scenarios.
The acceptance criteria, which are the rules, the
way the system should be behaving are
captured in the text at the top and the important
thing here is that user stories, which a lot of Agile
teams get very hung up on, are just rubbish at the
end of the implementation and should be bent.

BDD Example
Title: To maintain 20 iPhone 7 models in my inventory
• I am a Cell Phone Store Owner
• In order to address fresh orders
• I need to maintain 20 iPhone 7 models in my inventory
Scenario 1:

• Given that a customer has purchased an iPhone 7
• Then my Inventory balance should go down to 19
• When I transfer one model from the Warehouse to Inventory
• Then the inventory balance should go up by 1, to 20

Scenario 2:
• Given that a customer has purchased an iPhone 7
• Then my Inventory balance should go down to 19
• And the customer has decided to return the model
• Then the inventory balance should go back to 20

Cool....so now I just execute this natural language?......Not quite
• You need a way to execute the natural language – > an execution tool
Hiptest
Jbehave

TestLeft
BeanSpec

Cucumber
SpecFlow

EasyB

JDavE

Concordion

• Cucumber is an open source tool that supports BDD. It is free. It reached 5 million downloads in its first 3
years...now at over 30 Million
• By letting contributors define application behavior in plain English through Cucumber's Gherkin language, it's
used to communicate with software stakeholders how the application is supposed to act and respond, what
behavior defined that, and why.
• While the Gherkin text is based on the code in the application, anyone can read and understand it. The purpose
of this is to clarify different steps in the development process to everyone involved with the release of the

• Cucumber typically uses Ruby as the programming language. However, other languages such as JAVA, Groovy
etc. can also be used
• Cucumber is restricted only for web=based automation

Cucumber Example
Feature: Is it Friday yet?
Everybody wants to know when it's
Friday

Scenario: Sunday isn't Friday
Given today is Sunday
When I ask whether it's Friday yet
Then I should be told "Nope"

Cucumber Example - continued

Cucumber Example - continued

ETC in an iterative mode

Benefits / disadvantages of BDD
• Benefits to using BDD
• Since communication is essential between the parties - user/client and the development team, absence of any one
of them, can cause the process to have ambiguities and lack of answers to the questions/doubts raised by either side
• You are no longer defining ‘test’, but are defining ‘behavior’.
• Better communication between developers, testers and product owners.
• Because BDD is explained using simple language, the learning curve will be much shorter.
• Being non-technical in nature, it can reach a wider audience.
• The behavioral approach defines acceptance criteria prior to development.
• Disadvantages of BDD
• the need to dedicate a team of developers to work with the client. The short response time required for the process
means high levels of availability
• BDD is incompatible with the waterfall approach.
• If the requirements are not properly specified, BDD may not be effective.
• Testers using BDD need to have sufficient technical skills.
• Requires injecting snippets of code-----and continued maintenance

Demo
Model Based tool using Gherkin to auto generate/optimize test cases and test
scripts using Java and then run them in Cucumber

